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ABSTRACT 

We intend to develop a set of kits to build ExPert SYstems 
usins Prolos. Two Principal modules, a Knowledse Base 
acauisition and consultation subswstems are now Presented. 

Several knowledse representation structures and mixed 
inference mechanismes are Proposed for the sake of system 
efficiencw. Finallw some explanation capabilities derived 
accordinslw with used inference methods are also imPlemented 
and Presented • 

• Introduction 

Knowledse Based Swstems are twPical, useful and Practical 
Artificial Intellisence aPPlications. 

Knowledse Representation schemas, Problem Solvins methods, 
Natural Lansuase interfaces, Knowledse acauisition 
capabilities, Plausible reasonins are several imPortant 
techniaues we can find inside AI to build UP more intellisent 
swstems to Perform expert's knowledse into a sreat variety of 
domains. 

Knowledse is the very fundamental component 
swstems. Nevertheless, if such systems maw obey the 
of beins • Knowledse rich even if they are methods 
efficiency and friendliness must not be neslected for 
of usefulness. 

of such 
paradism 

POO r •, 
the sake 

Our experience with ExPert Systems <ES) -- Knowledse Based 
Swstems embodwins knowledse of one or more experts in a 
siven domain (medicine, seolosw, ecoloSY, business ••• ) -- save 
us some particular insishts in such a tradeoff. So,a number of 
desisn ideas we now Present evolved from Past work in ORBI+ 

ORBI [PERJ is an ExPert System desisned for environmental 



resource evaluation, wri~ten in PROLOG and runnins on a PDP 
11/23 which sives advice about resions aPtitudes and 
resources. It has a dYnamic Knowledse Base entered and 
modified by experts (not Prosrammers> and suPPorts its 
decisions with more or less detailed exPlanations about its 
reason ins. 

One of the fundamental lessons of ORBI 
imPlementation is PROLOG suitability to 
declarative manner structured knowledse 
(semantic networks, Production rules ••• ) as 
lansuase, relational database, intermediate 
of this with the same clear formalism (Horn 

develoPment .and 
encode in a 

about the world 
well as the auerw 
interpreters, all 
clause losic). 

One of the important drawbacks of most existins systems is 
that they reflect specific domain Particulariti•s loosins all 
the seneralitw. 

Other critical Point of such systems is the difficult 
acauisition of new knowledse and modification of old one 
directly from experts without the need for computer scientists. 

attempts at seneralizins 
Present domain independent 

framework to deal with at least 

Recent developments show some 
Pre-existins ES, trYins to 
mechanisms and to be a Seneral 
some classes of worlds. 

It is our aim to develop more versatile, Powerful and 
simPle Expert Systems Builders usins Losic Prosrammins • 

• swstem orsanization 

Our system is able to acauire interactively all the 
concepts of each new world, to represent them internalw, 
to relate them, to disPlaw them in a comprehensive manner on 
user's demand. It must have an efficient and versatile 
Procedural behaviour to achieve intended results well enoush 
SUPPorted with explanations. 

The swstem can be resarded as two main cooPeratins modules : 

Knowledse Base Acauisition Subsystem (KBAS) 
Consultation Subsystem <CS) 

KBAS suides the exPert accePtins his structured knowledse, 
individualizes and defines domain concepts, keeps all existent 
relationshiPs, so enterins a complete new world into the 
swstem. 



.Knowledse Base 

Each entity is a triPle <concept, attribute, value>. With 
these entities a conceptual semantic network is built uP,whose 
nodes, corresPondins to sinsle concepts (for example 
"disease"), are expanded on records with several fields (for 
example meanins, number of attributes ••• ). One of these fields 
is Pointins another tree of concept's attributes each of which 
with its own characteristics. 

We can see this Part of Knowledse Base as orsanized 
three layers : 

into 

Templates, abstracted schemas for concePts's 
characteristics and rule models. 

concept( n. of attributes, attributes names, 
dependencies, contributions, meanins>. 

Conceptual network, 
Particular domain concepts. 

connect ins and namins all 

For e:<amPle : 

therapy( 3, attrbtrp(_,_,_), Cdisease,PacientJ, 
CnoneJ,Cmedical adviceJ). 

--- Concepts tree, Particularizins for each concept all its 
attributes characteristics. Note that the second arsument of 
the Predicate rePresentinS a sPec~fic concept is a new data 
structure whose instantiations represent all the attributes 
characteristics under that concept. After havins selected a 
specific concept Predicate, its attributes Predicates are 
directly accessed by means of that second attribute. 

For e:-tamPle : 

attrtrp( 'attribute name', 'attr. 1Jnities', 
'how is obtained'). 

attrtrp('attribute name',••• ) • 

• • • 

All this contextual knowledse is once for all entered bY 
the expert and then it suides the consultation subsystem over 
the Protocol session. It also Sives the structure of knowledse 
which can be consulted by the user. 

This feature which is called metaknowledse or selfknowledse 
rePresents a kind of introspective caPabilitY of knowins about 
its own knowledse and showins it. Of course that Prolos's 



ProPert~ of Prosrams 
Possibilit~. 

seen as data facilitates this 

This kind of knowledse archet~Pes is also important to 
check rule acGuisition. In fact, the other knowledse base 
maJor component is a set of Production Rules each of which 
embodies a chunk of expert domain knowledse, drawins 
inferences from some concept attribute value to other one. We 
can disPla~ the KBAS module as followins: 
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Rule acauisition is done in a flexible st~lized lansuase 
where several words are recosnized as oPerators (where, if, 
else, or, and, not ••• >, others as concept attribute's names 
and its specific values, and finall~ other ones as functions 
like (eaual, sreater,lesser,different ••• ). It is obvious that 
Prolos non unit clauses < declarativlY : 'Head' if 'body') are 
clearly suitable to represent Production rules ( 'conclusion' 
if 'Permises'). 



After beins checked for sYntatic and 
consistency <reaardins contextual network) 

mostly semantic 
Production rules 

.are PrecomPiled in an internally Procedural form and are 
modularly intesrated. A Prolos Procedure ( a set of Prolos 
clauses ) looks into an intermediate file to where the inPuted 
rule was sent reads it and build the correspondent new clause. 

Durina such an oPeration optimizations are done to avoid 
duplication of evaluable Predicates into rule's bodies in case 
of comPlicated concatenations of boolean operators ('or's" 
inside "and's", •ored" branches with same concept attribute's 
name>, and so imProvins rule's fireins efficiencw. 

Note, however, that thew can be disPlaYed asain in the same 
form as thew had been entered, bw means of a· decomPilation 
module which translates them back from internal representation 
to the more friendlw inPut lanauase. 

Rules which shall caPture experts knowledae as near as 
Possible its Primitive form, must, if necessarw, enable 
several conclusions and complex Permises. This is a clear and 
natural way of trYins to Prove several conclusions (Soals) in 
a Pre-determinate seauence. 

When the expert Sives such a comPlex rule 
those alternative conclusions of the rule are 
if the first one fails, second shall imediatlw 
on. This kind of asresate often corresponds 
orsanization in expert's head. What I mean 
-determinism is not alwaws the best waw to deal 
representation. 

he means that 
connected and 

be tried and so 
to knowledse 

is that non
with knowledse 

Note that later, if the swstem keeps track of its 
successfullw fired rules it will know not onlw which was the 
riSht conclusion but also that other ones aPPearins before in 
the same rule were tried and failed. 

So, rules space is orsanized as a set of rules subsets 
(also known as knowledse sources), resardins each concept's 
attribute, and each rule can either have several alternative 
conclusions or onlw one. 

This is a verw nice imProvement. In fact, other 
swstems like Emwcin CVMEJ, onlw have verw simPle 

well known 
r1Jles with 

one conclusion and a conJunction of sinsle Permises. 

Our rules can, if necessarw, be much more complete as seen 
in the followins example : 



disease name = influenza 

if 
s~ndrome name = headache 

and 
s~ndrome duration > two daws 

and • • • 
or 
swmPtom name = feever 

and 
(s~mPtom intensit~ > moderate 

or . . . ) 
and + • • 

else 
disease name = • • • 

if • • • 

Rules can also be inspected about theirs components, 
concept attributes which contribute for them can also 
retrieved, on demand, b~ searchin~ into theirs bodies. 

Several other anotations like rule's name, author and 
are also·siven~ 

and 
be 

data 

S~stem has a few meta-rules. Meta-rules embodie knowled~e 
about rules themselves. One meta-rul~ asks the expert if he 
wants to encode such an ordered a)ternative conclusions and, 
if it is the case, instructs him about rule's form. 



Knowledse Base is structured as followins: 

KNOWLEDGE BASE 

Templates Meta-Rules 

IConcePtual Network! 
I I 

I --------------- I 
I I Concepts I 
I --------------- I 

I --------------- I 
I I Attrib1Jtes I 
I --------------- I 
l I 

Trissers 

.summarizins 

R1Jle Set 

Concept l 
I attribute I 
I r1Jle s1Jbset I 

ConcePt 
I attrib1Jte 
I r1Jle s1Jbset 

When a session besins and if user's Ca certain domain 
exPert> Password enables him to access knowledse base buildins 
he can either enter a comPletlw new knowledse base or consult 
an old one for UPdatins. 

UPdates are kePt in a seParate file to be 
alternativlw or if modifications are definitive the 
will contain the old one alreadw updated. 

consulted 
new file 

Durins knowledse base buildins, the user is on 
hierarchical waw asked for I 

concept's names, theirs short mnemonics, 
theirs mutual relations, number of attributes, meanins. 

-- concept attribute's names, Possible values, its unities 
(if mesurable), how shall thew be known to the swstem. 

-- Which are the attributes values (if there are 
Presence is able to directlw senerate a set of 

ans) ~.Jho·:;e 
h':::!Pothesi s? 



expectations to be verified later on+ Such 

(called 'tri!Sers') will be resPonsaole for win 
an information 

of efficienc~ 
~Yr~ns ev~~Y~~~cn ~recess er ~he consultation session, 
aPProachins once more experts way of reasonins. 

Simple or complex rules are entered, checked, comPiled, 
retrieved and orsanized into knowledse sources. 

Guided modifications can be done either into the rules or 
concept network. 

If Selfknowledse module is 
information can be accessed 
clearl~ Presented. 

activated 
Cincludins 

all knowledse 
rules bodies) 

base 
and 

Once asain Prolos and its assotiated"Horn clause losic it 
is a very natural formalism to encode knowledse either facts 
or rules • 

• ~onsultation and Inference mechanisms 

Consultation subsystem, a module under development, uses a 
selected Knowledse Base (for examPle a certain medical field), 
Previousl~ build UP b~ means of KBAS module, to interact 
ProPerl~ with the user. Note that an~ user (and not only 
domain experts) are now able to use Consultation s~stem. 

In each session, as result of such an interaction, all 
needed information is collected. A dynamic context network is 
built UP accordinsl~ to the static one, and the conclusion is 
reached in an efficient way usins Production rules selected 
from respective knowledse sources. ExPlanations are also 
obtained. 

From KBAS the s~stem already knows Possible top soals <ex. 
theraP~, disease). It also knows the set of •trissers• 
(h~Pothesis Senerators>, and between them those whose values 
shall be asked for at the besinins of the session. 

So, a Protocular session when consultation starts, collects 
these Possible hiShl~ discriminator~ information. 

At that moment inference ensine is aPPlied to these two 
extremes of the sPace Problem (data and toP soal) to find the 
solution. 



---------------------------------------------------------C S 

I Dwnamic context! 

Output 
I ExPlanation 
l module 

I Plausible 
l reasonins 

Inference 

+Inference methods 

I UPPer level I 
1----------------1 
I I 
I AGENDA l 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I l 
I I 

Ensine 

Expert s~stems can be used in a number of aPPlications so 
diferentiated as diasnosis, Plan, desisn and education amens 
others. 

It becomes verw difficult to Present enoush seneralized 
techniaues to cover all these Possibilities. Nevertheless, 
several reasonins method~ should be available to sive 
versatilitw to each particular class of swstems. 

As Prolos is our uniaue imPlementation 
sussested stratesw is backward chainins (Soal 
dePth first with backtrakins. This is also the 
bw well known ES like Mwcin ( Shortliffe) as 
derived essential swstem (EMYCIN). 

lansuase, 
directed) 
stratesw 

well as 

the 
and 

used 
its 

However if search space is verw larse Cnamelw if the 
tree has a bis amount of Parallel branches near the 
simPle toP down becomes inefficient and other search 
must be Pursued. 

Proof 
root), 

methods 

Our inference ensine takes advantase of initial data token 
from the user and of Knowledse Base information about 
hwPothesis senerators to Prune, earlier, the search space 
tree. A little cwclic interpreter takes these data, asks KB 



for aPProPriate (matched with that data) 'trissers• and, if 
thew exist, climbs UP the tree, suessins some hwPothesis and 
trwins to Prove them all the Possible waws around. If it is 
the case, these hwPothesis (now intermediate conclusions), are 
asserted in an •asenda•, a Sloballw accessible data structure, 
and the cwcle is repeated with these asserted facts and other 
Possible •trissers•. 

Verw manw initial Possibilities can 
search space will become more workable 
hierarchical senerate and test method+ 

so be 
with 

discarded 
this kind 

and 
of 

When this cwcle is over the inference ensine still keeps 
the main obJective it wants to achieve (top soal> and 1 asenda 1 

has all Proved intermediate conclusions. At this moment the 
swstem can choose between two reasonins methods : forward 
chainins from asserted data or backward chainins from toP soal 
till it meets assertions in •asenda • or in the data base. 

1 Asenda 1 has a sesmented structure with an individualized 
UPPer level. So, as forward chainins Proceeds, not everw 
asserti6n in the 1 asenda 1 is taken into account but onlw those 
in UPPer level, rePreasentins nodes nearer toP Seal, avoidins 
combinatorial explosion of search Paths+ In each cwcle nodes 
directlw connected with those ones but one steP UP the tree 
are tr~ed to be Proved. This imPlies a reconfisuration of the 
UPPer level •asenda•, deletins assertions from which the c~cle 
had started and the assertion of Proved new ones. Such a 
Process ma~ continue till top soal is reached if desired. 

If backward chainins is choosen, which depends 
effi~ienc~ considerations, the inte~Preter looks for the 
Soal clause, tr~ to Prove its bod~ and So on recursivel~ 
it meets data or alread~ Proved facts on the •asenda'. 

on 
toP 

till 

These methods imPlw, of course, that 1 asenda 1 access 
mediates each decision steP+ 

.ExPlanations 

Mixins h~Pothesis seneration with forward and backward 
chainins mechanisms makes explanation task not so easw as if 
it was onlw one direction inference (for example toP down like 
in Orbi or M~cin>. 

Durins computation all Proved 
special data structured arsument or 
the •asenda". Thew are connected 
dePendins how thew were infered or 
Paths. We keep this executed code, a 
and then we look at it as data to 

steps are carried on a 
convenientlw asserted in 

bw different constructs 
if thew are alternative 
kind of Prosram's trace, 
be manipulated. Prolos's 



Prosrams declarativitY is once more very much aPPreciated. 

An aProPriate outPut Procedure deals with these constructs 
buildins UP an enoush understandable output exPlanation, where 
we can distinsuish between inPut data, suessed information and 
step by step infered conclusions. 

Already used in Drbi the system will also disPose of 
another interpreter which discriminates inside rule's body 
deterministic Parts from non-deterministic ones, comPutins the 
former and delawins the latter. This interPreter, like other 
ones into the sYstem, is of course written in Prolos. 

An exemPle of a compound explanation will be: 

ExPlaned answer for •x• : 

1 E1 is a valid intermediate conclusion because : 

•A• was •iven for wou 
and 1 B1 is a fact 
and to the auestion •c• wou answerd •n• 

still another explanation for 1 E 1 is: 
I already know 1 F 1 

and the truth of •F• implies 1 E 1 

and finallw from •E• I can deduce •x• • 

• conclusion 

Under development is a kit of Prosrams to build 
Swstems in several knowledse domains. At Present 
our atention at swstem architecture and convenient 
representation structures, selfknowledse inference 
and explanation capabilities. 

UP Expert 
we focused 

knowledse 
mechanisms 

Other components like natural lansuase interface and 
Plausible reasonins models will be later on implemented. 

We Propose to combine several knowledse representation 
structures as semantic networks and Production rules, to use a 
meta-knowledse module to Suide user's consultation, to aPPlw 
hwPothesis seneration and bidirectional inference. Composed 
but understandable explanations are already sussested. 

Prolos is our uniaue imPlementation lansuase and a verw much 
suitable one. 
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